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Abstract—Energy fraud detection is a critical aspect of smart grid security and privacy preservation. Machine learning and data mining have been widely used by researchers for extensive intelligent analysis of data to recognize normal patterns of behavior such that deviations can be detected as anomalies. This paper discusses a novel application of a machine learning technique for examining the energy consumption data to report energy fraud using artificial neural networks and smart meter fine-grained data. Our approach achieves a higher energy fraud detection rate than similar works in this field. The proposed technique successfully identifies diverse forms of fraudulent activities resulting from unauthorized energy usage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Smart Grid incorporates many technological innovations introducing a plethora of opportunities for making the traditional power grid more efficient, reliable, and flexible with the integration of multiple types of sensors, alternative power sources, and smart home appliances [1]. While the Smart Grid continues to provide improvements primarily in energy efficiency, at the same time it is opening up many opportunities for security violations in different domains [14]. In this paper, we discuss the fraud detection aspect of smart meters in the customer domain.

The modernized power grid provides controllable access to consumers’ fine-grained energy consumption data collected by smart meters via two-way wired and wireless connections.

We consider two different types of energy fraud in this work:

- Fraud type 1: the consumer reports less energy consumed than actually used; and
- Fraud type 2: more energy used by rogue connections than actually used by consumer.

Various mechanisms that can be used for carrying out these energy fraud are:

- Unauthorized tapping to electricity line.
- Bypassing the smart meter.
- Implanting different kinds of chips inside a smart meter to slow down its readings.

By applying machine learning techniques, we are able to model consumer’s energy consumption behaviour (ECB) under normal conditions. With knowledge of the ECB, individual consumer’s energy consumption can then be closely monitored to detect anomalies indicating fraudulent activities. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by experimenting with the energy consumption data archived by the Irish Social Science Data Archive Center [2]. This anonymized energy data was gathered from actual consumers over almost a two-year period.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work in energy fraud detection. Section 3 describes data extraction and pre-processing methods. In section 4, our fraud detection approach is reported. Section 5 summarizes experimental results and analysis. Section 6 concludes with future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Cabral et al. in [17] applied self-organizing maps for detecting energy fraud by learning historical consumer energy consumption behavior and comparing it with present measurements. The researchers specifically focused on high voltage electricity consumer data supplied by a Brazilian electrical energy distribution company’s database. The database contained weekly (Monday to Friday, 15 minute intervals) aggregated consumer energy consumption entries. For simulating fraud, several consumers were selected for an intentional drop of 30% on their energy consumption. The researchers reported that in 85% of cases, their system could identify the 30% drop in consumer energy consumption behaviour and raised an alarm.

Monedero et al. [18] utilized neural networks and statistical techniques for detecting non-technical losses (fraudulent activities) in electrical consumption. The researchers used actual energy consumption data generated by a small town in Spain and a hostelry business. It was noted that the overall number of consumers in the database were 72,927 and among them, only 22 were related to fraudulent activities. The proposed neural network system employed
several consumer characteristics, such as 1) minimum, maximum, and average values of the bills during the previous year, 2) (maximum − minimum)/amount of contract power, 3) difference between the energy consumption in month $M$ under investigation and the average consumption in month $M$ over the previous year, 4) difference between the consumption in month $M$ and the maximum consumption for month $M$ over the previous year. The statistical analysis was conducted in a few stages. First, the researchers normalized the data. Assuming that the given data were normally distributed, the sample variance was calculated and a statistical outlier detection technique was employed. The resulting success rate of energy fraud detection was 50% after applying both neural networks and statistical analysis.

Nagi et al. [19] applied support vector machines for detecting fraudulent activities in a power grid. The proposed fraud detection framework consists of several steps including data pre-processing, feature extraction, classification, data post-processing, and identifying suspected customers. The researchers used two main features for analysing data: energy consumption on an hourly basis and the credit worthiness rating of consumers that was automatically generated by the billing system. For building the support vector machine classifier, 330 profiles without any abrupt changes or fraudulent activities were used and 53 samples were marked as abnormalities. The experiments were conducted with data containing energy consumption samples from three cities in the state of Kelantan, Malaysia. They noted that the percentage of energy fraud detected by the utility company in the past eight years was less than 1% of the total number of customers in each city. However, the estimated rate of fraudulent activities in those cities was about 35%. As a result of their experiment, they reported a 26% detection hit rate corresponding to the rate of identifying fraudulent activities. For improving the hit rate index, the researchers used a decision making system including human knowledge and expertise in energy fraud cases.

Costa et al. [20] proposed an approach for detecting energy fraud applying neural networks and data mining techniques. Their technique comprised of data cleaning and integration, data selection and transformation, data mining, and pattern recognition. In the data mining process, several key attributes were utilized for developing the model. Some of those attributes are: location, business class, activity type (e.g. residence, drugstore), mean consumption, query debts, and voltage. A neural network multi-layer perceptron was used for pattern recognition as the last stage of the data mining process. The experiment was conducted with real data from a Brazilian electric power distribution company. They used 21,583 records of consumer energy consumption measurements. Their classifier recognized 945 fraudulent activities among 1,453 fraudsters (65% fraud detection rate), and 2,261 energy fraud cases among 20,130 non-fraudsters.

As we can see, although energy fraud seems to be a very common and real problem, existing research in fraud detection are still not able to perform very well, demonstrating an unsatisfactory fraud detection rate. Also, most of these work use outside knowledge about the data to help investigation. Outside knowledge may not be easily attainable and may not apply uniformly to all consumers/utility providers. Also, in most of the simulated experiments, fraudulent activities were introduced in a consistent manner, which does not conform to real world scenario where things happen in random nature.

III. DATA EXTRACTION AND PREPARATION

Before the neural network approach is described, it is imperative to introduce the data to be analysed for deriving computational intelligence. The dataset under investigation consists of smart meter consumption data from approximately 5,000 residential households and 600 businesses. These representative samples were anonymously collected during almost two years (2009 – 2011) by the Irish Social Science Data Archive Center. The data values were captured every 30 minutes during that time. The raw data are stored in six different files, each having around 24 million entries corresponding to diverse power meter readings. Table I represents a small sample of one of these data files where the data is represented in three columns. The first column represents the smart meter ID which is linked to a particular household. The second column shows the date and time associated with the meter reading and the third column is the energy consumption measurement in kilowatts-per-hours (kW/h).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meter ID</th>
<th>Encoded date/time</th>
<th>Energy consumption value (kW/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1392</td>
<td>19503</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1392</td>
<td>19504</td>
<td>0.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1187</td>
<td>22028</td>
<td>1.367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1187</td>
<td>22029</td>
<td>1.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1392</td>
<td>19940</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. A sample one-day period of energy consumption.

Fig. 1 shows an overview of energy consumption measurements in a single day for a particular consumer.

It is well known that the effectiveness of data processing depends not only on the data analysis algorithms used but also on the quality of the data. Therefore, for achieving better results in energy fraud detection, a suite of data pre-processing techniques is employed before any further analysis. In this section, we describe the two main procedures utilized for pre-processing the raw energy consumption data before they are analysed: data cleaning and feature selection. In addition, to
facilitate faster access to data in the files, we applied some indexing and compression algorithms widely used in information retrieval systems.

A. Data Cleaning

Data cleansing/cleaning is a data mining process which focuses on identifying and correcting inaccurateness, incompleteness, and inconsistency in raw data. It generally involves a few tasks such as identifying and addressing missing values, reducing noise and inconsistencies, and detecting outliers [3].

At a first stage, the data are explored for missing values. Since energy consumption data are time series data, it is quite straightforward to find all missing points as they correspond to missing time stamps. When such rare missing data points are found for a particular day and time, it was replaced with average energy consumption value for that particular day and time [16].

The second cleaning step involves identifying and eliminating outliers. In this regard, the mean and standard deviation (σ) for each time stamp comprising of weekday/time pair for each month is computed. Considering 7-day weeks and 24-hour days with 2 energy consumption measurements per hour, there is $7 \times 24 \times 2 = 336$ different time stamps. After calculating σ, all measurements that do not lie within three σ of the mean (we assume that around 1% of the data are outliers or noisy/unimportant data) are removed from set. The assumption is that these outliers should not be considered as fraud and may correspond to peak energy consumption activities during holidays or special occasions such as birthdays, celebrations.

Lastly, we check the data with respect to real world inconsistencies in date/time stamps. For example, if we have a time stamp for the 13th month, we either attempt to correct the inconsistency or remove the entry.

B. Feature Selection

The experimental smart meter data contain several important parameters such as month, week, time, and consumer energy consumption values in kW/h. We decided to concentrate on all of the above-mentioned except the “month”. The main reason behind this is that although seasonal weather changes can significantly influence the energy consumption measurements, conducting experiments with “month” feature included did not show any significant improvements in results. It is thus omitted for simplicity.

C. Indexing and compressing

The data files contain millions of various meter ID entries. In order to efficiently process the reading of consumer energy, we created an index which maps each meter ID to its own measurement data. Such an index provides quicker data retrieval from all files for a particular ID. In addition, the index is compressed by delta encoding widely used in information retrieval systems to store or transmit data in the form of differences between sequential data rather than complete files [13].

IV. FRAUD DETECTION APPROACH

Machine learning is widely used in many areas of research for deriving computational intelligence. It allows understanding of the underlying behavior of complex systems. A neural network is one of the most common machine learning approaches used in fraud detection due to its noise-robustness and fast response qualities [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

A neural network consists of three different types of layers [3]. The first layer includes various features of the dataset under investigation as input. The second layer usually comprises of a few hidden layers having a varied number of nodes. And the last layer is an output layer representing the classification result of the neural network. The main goal of applying a neural network technique in this scenario is to learn consumption behavior per consumer and predict future energy consumption measurements. We believe that it is possible to detect energy fraud by comparing neural network predicted values with real measurements and applying statistics to analyse any deviations.

Our energy fraud detection approach consists of the following.

1) Selection of Input/Output Parameters for Neural Network Structure

Careful articulation of input/output parameters in a neural network structure is very important for performance and precision.

![ECB Neural network structure](image)

The number of consecutive days (N) serves as the input layer attribute for the neural network. Each day contains 48 measurements due to the fact that meter readings in the dataset are split into 30-minute intervals. Therefore, the input layer contains a total number of $48 \times N$ nodes.

The hidden layer is adjustable and in our experiment, it consists of only 1 layer of nodes for simplicity. The output layer consists of only one attribute, which represents the expected value in the smart meter reading data series following the consecutive data points. Fig. 2 shows the ECB neural network structure employed in this research.
2) Generation of Training and Validation Datasets

Fig. 3 demonstrates generation of training and validation datasets. The training set contains energy consumption values of a certain consumer gathered during a particular period of time, for instance, 3 weeks. Multiple unique “training instances” are generated using the training set by selecting data points one by one and marking them as output nodes for the training instance. Afterwards for known output node values, the input layer nodes are generated by selecting K-consecutive energy consumption measurements (in this case, K is \(48 \times N\)). The process repeats until end of the training set.

The same procedure is repeated for generating the validation dataset with a different (month/year/season) set of smart meter measurements.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 3. Training and validation dataset generation.

3) Training the Neural Network

The neural network is trained using the training dataset which results in learning of the consumer energy consumption behavior.

4) Prediction

This task is accomplished by running the neural network using the validation dataset. The output of the neural network predicts the value of the expected data point in the smart meter reading data series following the consecutive data points fed as input.

5) Detection of Deviation

The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE \([15]\)) serves as the deviation indicator between the predicted value and the actual value in the validation dataset and is calculated as in (1):

\[
RMSE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i' - y_i)^2
\]

where \(y_i'\) is a predicted energy reading by the neural network, \(y_i\) is an actual energy consumption reading in the validation set, and \(n\) is the total number of instances. If the RMSE is above a certain threshold, then it is inferred that the training set depicts a different behavior than the validation set and therefore the data in the validation set possibly correspond to an energy fraud.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Experimental setup

Several diverse experiments were conducted over different periods of time and varied consumer energy consumption data. WEKA \([4]\), which provides many machine learning solutions for data mining, was used as the primary experimental tool.

The experimentation consisted of two major steps. At first, the ECB neural network was trained by feeding the energy consumption measurements from the training set. One of the major challenges in this stage was to determine the number of data records adequate for training. The dataset is a dynamic time series that varies depending on many different factors. For example, the consumer ECB profile may deviate based on daytime period, holidays, special occasions, weather seasons, and consumer habits. For this reason, to achieve quality results and high performance, the neural network structure should contain a minimal set of specific parameters of interest related to the energy measurements under investigation. In addition, while the neural network training dataset should be minimal to save on training time, at the same time, we need to make certain that there is adequacy of data to train on - otherwise the neural network will yield weak performance in terms of detecting energy fraud. After trial and error analysis, we determined that three weeks of consecutive data (in other words, \(K = 48 \times 3\) as in Fig. 3) were adequate enough for training the neural network to build a profile for a particular consumer’s energy consumption behavior over the period of time. Secondly, we simulated the scenario when a malicious actor implants a chip inside a smart meter, slowing down the meter readings for a random period of time and thus, resulting in deviations from actual energy consumption.

Two types of energy fraud discussed in the Introduction section were simulated by introducing random noise deviating from 0 to 0.5 kWh (imitating the energy fraud type 1 described in section 1) and from -0.5 to 0 kWh (imitating the energy fraud type 2). The ECB neural network was validated with both “pure” data (without noise) and “fraudulent” data (with noise).

The RMSE measurement was used to define the normal/fraudulent label for the ECB under investigation. If the RMSE value is within a certain threshold (in this scenario, we assigned 0.5 kWh as the threshold), then the data were considered normal. Otherwise, the data were identified as a potential fraud.

B. Experimental results

We conducted three different types of experiments to provide a detailed insight into energy fraud detection.

1) Experiment 1

First, we assumed that consumer ECB can be predicted a year ahead. We trained the neural network on August, 2009 data and validated the fitted model on August, 2010. Then we repeated the experiment using data from other months (October and December). Experiment 1 results are presented in Fig. 4, which demonstrates that both types of energy fraud are above the threshold (the straight bold line across) and,
consequently, are denoted as fraudulent activities by this approach.

![Experiment 1](image1)

**Fig. 4.** Experiment on monthly models.

2) **Experiment 2**

The objective of the second experiment was to demonstrate if a neural network trained on three consecutive weeks is able to predict and analyse the following week to identify simulated fraudulent activities.

![Experiment 2](image2)

**Fig. 5.** Experiment on weekly models.

For instance, we utilized September 6 – 26, 2009 data to train the neural network and validated the produced model on the subsequent week (September 27 – October 3, 2009) energy measurements. Experiment 2 results are presented in Fig. 5. Both types of fraud were identified as their RMSEs are above the threshold.

3) **Experiment 3**

The third experiment set was aimed to examine if energy fraud can be detected in the same weather season. For evaluation, we trained the neural network with data from one of the three months of a particular weather season and, then validated the model with the two months of the same season. For example, we selected June, 2010 as the training data and validated the neural network with July and August, 2010. Experiment 3 results are presented in Fig. 6. Both types of fraud were identified as their RMSEs are above the threshold.

![Experiment 3](image3)

**Fig. 6.** Experiment 3 results and Threshold

**C. Analysis of results**

Table II shows the confusion matrix [5] created to evaluate the performance of the ECB neural network. The confusion matrix reports true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives. It provides a mechanism for a detailed analysis, with more insight into the performance of the classifier than traditional accuracy metric. True negatives (TN) depict classifying normal data as normal activities. False negatives (FN) correspond to the rate of fraudulent activities classified as normal behavior. True positives (TP) shows the ratio of fraudulent activities correctly classified as fraud in the data. Lastly, false positives (FP) define the ratio of normal behavior classified as fraud.

**TABLE II**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>75.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the evaluation results demonstrate that energy fraud can be successfully detected for the same weather season, for the same month in a year, or even for subsequent weeks. In 93.75% cases (denoted by TP) the ECB neural network was able to detect simulated fraudulent activities or abnormal behavior in the energy consumption data. However, the false positives (25.00%) measurement reveals a relatively high rate of normal activities labelled by the neural network as fraud. This is caused by frequent changes in consumer energy consumption behavior due to weather seasons, holidays, new home appliances, or family vacations. A more comprehensive model of consumer energy consumption behavior would help to improve detection.

**VI. Conclusion**

This research demonstrates that a neural network can be used as a computational intelligent tool for detecting different types of energy fraud in customer energy consumption behavior. Real world historical energy consumption data from varied periods of time were used for analyzing and building
the energy consumption behavior profile and then the profile was used to identify abnormal or fraudulent activities.

Several improvements can be made as future work. First, we plan to tune the neural network parameters as well as its input layer structure to reduce the number of false negatives. Second, we plan to conduct more experiments by automating the neural network training and validation processes for analyzing different data sets concurrently. Third, comparison to other machine learning approaches can be done to develop a more robust fraud detection system. Fourth, the simulation process of fraudulent activities can be made more realistic.
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